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as to whether
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could
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at all,
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of its initial
state,
it is guaranteed
to
arrive
at a legitimate
state in a finite
number
of steps.” A system which is not
self-stabilizing
may stay in an illegitimate state forever. Dijkstra
observed that
“The
complication
is that
a node’s behaviour
can only be influenced
by the
part of the total system state description
that is available
in that node: local actions taken on account
of local informa-
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tion must accomplish
a global objective,”
While much of the difficulty
of achieving
self-stabilization,
as well as its benefits,
arise out of concurrency,
as we shall discuss, it has applications
in sequential
systems too.
Dijkstra
did not address
the significance of the property
of self-stabilization.
Appreciation
of the results
were left to
the reader.
In the years
folIowing
his
introduction,
very few papers were published
in this area, as one can see by
glancing
at our bibliography.
This fact
was belabored
by Lamport,
who said the
following
at his invited
address in 1983
to the 3rd ACM Symposium
on Principles
of Distributed
Computing
[Lamport
1984]:
I regard this as Dijkstra’s
most brilliant
work—at
least, his most brilliant
published paper. It’s almost completely unknown. I regard it to be a milestone in
work on fault tolerance.
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More
recently,
the investigation
and
use of self-stabilization
as an approach
to
fault-tolerant
behavior
has been undergoing a renaissance.
Within
the past few
years there has been a flurry
of papers,
as well as a workshop
devoted entirely
to
this
area
at the Microelectronics
and
Computer
Technology
Corporation
in
August,
1989. Dijkstra’s
notion
of selfstabilization,
which originally
had a very
narrow
scope of application,
is proving
to
encompass
a formal
and
unified
approach to fault tolerance
under
a model
of transient
failures
for
distributed
systems.
In this
paper
we survey
the
emerging
field of self-stabilization.
Our presentation
is organized
as follows. First,
we define
self-stabilization.
Then, we discuss its relationship
to fault
tolerance
and argue that it represents
a
departure
from
previous
approaches
to
this
area.
Next,
we discuss
Dijkstra’s
seminal
work and use it to motivate
our
survey of the field. We discuss the issues
arising
from Dijkstra’s
original
presentation
as well
as several
related
issues,
Finally,
we
discuss
three
important
themes that have emerged in this area of
research.
In particular,
we discuss
the
methods
that have been used to design
more complex self-stabilizing
systems; we
discuss the relationship
between
compilers and self-stabilization;
and we enumerate some of the factors that have been
found to interfere
with self-stabilization.
We conclude
with
some suggestions
for
future
research.

1. DEFINITION

OF SELF-STABILIZATION

Before
defining
self-stabilization,
some
preliminary
definitions
are in order.
A
program
specifies
a system through
the
combination
of its statements
and an implicit
model
of computation
or type of
architecture
(e.g., asynchronous
message
passing,
CSP, Turing
Machine,
etc.) for
which the statements
are written.
In systems that consist of more than one machine, we refer to each such machine
as a
process.
A system
is composed
of two
types of components:
processes and interconnections
between
processes
(such as

Self-Stabilization
shared
memory
or message
channels).
The topology
of a system is the directed
graph formed from its components
by denoting
processes
as nodes and their
interconnections
(via
shared
memory
or
message
channels)
as directed
edges.
Each component
of a system has a local
state. We define
the global
state of a
system (likewise
a program)
as the union
of the local states of its components.
The
behauior
of a s$wtem consists of a set of
states,
a transition
relation
between
them, and a set of fairness
criteria
on the
transition
relation.
We define
self-stabilization
for a system S with respect to a predicate
P, over
its set of global
states,
where
P is intended to identify
its correct execution.
S
is self-stabilizing
with respect to predicate P if it satisfies
the following
two
properties:

(1) Closure—P
cution
lished

is closed under the exeof S. That is, once P is estabin S, it cannot be falsified.

from an ar(2) Convergence—Starting
bitrary
~lobal state, S ii guaranteed
to reach a global
state satisfying
P
within
a finite
number
of state transitions.
States
satisfying
(not satisfflng)
P are
called legitimate
(illegitimate)
states respectively.
We use the terms
safe and
unsafe
interchangeably
with
legitimate
and illegitimate,
respectively.
A program
may be defined
to be self-stabilizing
in
a corresponding
manner.
Thus,
a selfstabilizing
program
specifies
a selfstabilizing
system.
We introduce
a generalization
of selfstabilization
based on Arora
and Gouda
[1992] and Arora [1992] which will prove
to be quite useful.
We define
stabilization for a system S with respect to predicates P and Q, over its set of global
states. S satisfies
Q + P (read as Q stabilizes
to P) if it satisfies
the following
two properties.
(1) Closure—P
is closed under the execution of S. That is, once P is established in S, it cannot be falsified.

“
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(2) Convergence—Starting
from
any
dobal
state satisfying
Q, S is guaranteed to reach a global state satisfying P within
a finite number
of state
transitions.
Note that
if S is self-stabilizing
with
respect to P then this may be restated
as
TRUE * P in S.
It is often the case that in writing
a
program,
the author
does not have a particular
definition
of safe and unsafe states
in mind but has designed
the program
to
function
from
a particular
set of start
states. Under
these circumstances,
it is
reasonable
to define as safe those states
that
are reachable
under
normal
program execution
from the set of legitimate
start states (hereafter
referred
to as the
reachable
set ). By default,
when we say
that a program
is self-stabilizing,
without mentioning
a predicate,
we mean with
respect
to the reachable
set. By definition,
the reachable
set is closed under
program
execution,
and it corresponds
to
a predicate
over the set of states. Such a
definition
seems all the more
natural
when
we are dealing
with
algorithms
whose purpose
is to compute
a function
as opposed to ensuring
some form of coordination
and control,
in which case the
start state incorporates
the input
to the
function.
We introduce
the model of failure
that
we will
use in our discussion
on fault
tolerance.
A transient
failure
is an event
that may change the state of a system,
but not its behavior.
We assume that the
state of a system is violable,
whereas
its
behavior
is not. Transient
failures
may
change the global
state in a system by
corrupting
the local state of a process as
represented
by
memory
or program
counter
(how states
are realized
is not
part of the model) or by corrupting
message channels
or shared
memory.
The
property
of self-stabilization
models the
ability
of a system to recover from transient failures
under the assumption
that
they do not continue
to occur.
In the design of systems with dynamic
topologies,
the safety of a state may also
depend
on the
current
topology.
The
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property
of self-stabilization
may be used
to model the ability
of a dynamic
system
to tolerate
changes to its topology brought
about by failures
or repairs
of its components. This is done by defining
the global
state of a dynamic
system to include
its
current
topology.
That is, “up” or “down”
with respect to each component
may be
defined
as part of the system state. More
generally,
a prog~am
for dynamic
systems
might
require
a specific
type
of
topology to work correctly.
For instance
a
distributed
message-passing
program
might require
a strongly
connected graph.
In such a case, we could define the set of
“safe” topologies
by a separate
predicate
Q. The property
Q -+ P in S would
denote the property
that for any topology
satisf~ng
Q, S is self-stabilizing
with respect to P.
A useful
device for understanding
the
difficulty
of achieving
self-stabilization
in
a dynamic
system is an adversarial
argument which we will abstract
in the form
of a malicious
adversary
or evil demon
engaged in a suicide mission.
The goal of
the malicious
adversary
is to sabotage
a
system in any way possible.
Such an attack can arbitrarily
and even maliciously
alter the system
state. In addition
it is
possible that the adversary
may wipe out
some of the system’s
components
(which
may be modeled
as part of its state also).
What makes such an attack all the more
malicious
is that it may not be possible
it has been atfor a system
to “know”
tacked.
To be self-stabilizing,
a system
must
have the ability
to recover
from
such malicious
attacks
assuming
that
they cannot repeatedly
occur and that a
functional
subset of the systems
components
are left intact.
This last part
is
crucial since a real attack could destroy a
system by obliterating
some or all of its
components
and hence altering
its topology in addition
to its state. Should
the
topology
be altered,
recovery
cannot
always be guaranteed
by any system.
In
particular,
two possibilities
arise.
(1) The system is destroyed
so that it can
no longer
meet
the functional
requirements
of its mission.
Processes
and/or
interconnections
have
been
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destroyed.
No form
can overcome
this
has occurred.
The
sary has won.

of fault tolerance
situation
once it
malicious
adver-

(2) While

some components
of the svstem may be des~royed,
enough
are
left intact
so that it can complete
its
mission.
It is up to the designer
of a
system
to decide under
what
set of
topologies
(conditions)
the
system
should
be able to complete
its task.
The system must be able to stabilize
under such conditions.

We now further
elaborate
upon
lationship
between
self-stabilization
fault tolerance.

the reand

AS AN APPROACH

2. SELF-STABILIZATION

TO FAULT TOLERANCE
A self-stabilizing
system has two useful
properties
which can informally
be seen
as restatements
of one another:
(1) It need not be initialized.
(2) It can recover

from

transient

failures.

If we are willing
to tolerate
the temporary violation
of a system
specification,
then we need not specify an initial
state
for a self-stabilizing
system:
any state
will do. The requirement
that execution
commence
from an initial
state is problematic
at best for multiprocess
systems.
Consider,
for example,
computer
networks. It would be unreasonable
to stop
a network
and reinitialize
it when adding
or removing
nodes.
In this section
we
focus on the second property
above, that
of fault tolerance.
We first
argue
that
self-stabilization
represents
a departure
from previous
approaches
to fault tolerance.
Historically,
researchers
have tended
to address
the
wide variety
of phenomena
within
fault
tolerance
by countering
the effects
of
their individual
causes. In doing so they
have neglected
their
commonality
and
ended
up with
a piecemeal
approach.
Self-stabilization
provides
a unified
approach
to transient
failures
by formally
incorporating
them into the design model.
Again
we quote
Lamport
on Dijkstra’s

Self-Stabilization
seminal

work

[Lamport

1984]:

I regard it to be a milestone in work on
fault tolerance. The terms “fault
tolerance” and “reliability”
never appear in
this paper.
“Fault
tolerance”
and “reliability”
are
an integral
but implicit
part of the design
and not afterthoughts.
Given that we can
never
eliminate
transient
failures,
a
self-stabilizing
system meets a stronger,
more
satisfying
notion
of correctness.
That is, should a transient
failure
occur,
resulting
in an inconsistent
system state,
then regardless
of the failure’s
origin, the
system will eventually
correct itself without any form of outside intervention.
By way of example,
we examine
coordination
loss within
distributed
systems.
Coordination
loss may be viewed
as a
transient
failure.
This example is adapted
from Gouda and Multari
[1991].
“Informally,
coordination
is said to be lost at a
given global
state of a distributed
program if and only if the local states of the
different
processes
in
the
program,
though each of them maybe
correct in its
own right,
are inconsistent
with one another in the given global state.” Any program that is self-stabilizing
can recover
from
loss
of coordination.
This
phenomenon
has numerous
causes, many of
which are indistinguishable
once such an
event has occurred.
These include:

(1)

Inconsistent
initialization:
The
different processes in the program
may
be initialized
to local states that are
inconsistent
with one another.

(2)

Mode change:
A system may be designed to execute in different
modes.
In changing
the mode of operation
it
is impossible
for all of the processes
to effect the change at the same time.
The program
is bound
to reach
a
global state in which some processes
have changed while others have not.

(3)

Transmission
ruption,
or
may result
tween
the
receiver.

(4)

Process
process

errors:
The loss, correordering
of messages
in an inconsistency
bestates
of sender
and

failure
returns

and
recovery:
If a
to service after “going

down,”
sistent
(5)

●
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its local state may be inconwith the rest of the program.

Memory
crash: The local memory
of
a process may crash, causing its local
state to be inconsistent
with the rest
of the program.

Traditionally,
each of these issues has
been handled
separately,
one at a time,
and yet these seemingly
disparate
failure
phenomena
all have
a common
antidote, that of the self-stabilizing
system.
The traditional
incremental
and ad hoc
approach
is analogous
to the use of exception
handlers
for
the
purpose
of
fault-tolerant
software.
Each addition
of
an exception
condition
may indeed
reduce the possibility
of a failure,
but without a formal
basis its elimination
can
never be guaranteed.
We have argued that self-stabilization
provides
a formal
and unified
approach
to fault tolerance
with respect to a model
of transient
failures
and that this represents
a departure
from
previous
approaches
to fault
tolerance.
We now
briefly
address how one might
apply our
transient
failure
model
in
a useful
manner.
Implicit
in the notion
of a selfstabilizing
system,
and hence our transient
failure
model,
is the assumption
that
while
the abstract
state of a program
or system
may be corrupted,
the
program
or system itself is inviolable
(its
behavior
remains
intact).
The appropriateness of such an assumption
depends
on the fault or source of failure
we wish
to address, as well as the construction
of
the system in question.
Consider
an actual
computer
system
upon which we wish to implement
a selfstabilizing
program.
If program
and state
are both realized
in memory,
then clearly
the property
of self-stabilization
does not
address
the issue of memory
corruption
due to outside
environmental
events.
However,
if the program
is placed
in
read-only
memory,
then the property
of
self-stabilization
more
properly
addresses such faults.
Memory
corruption
will only affect the abstract
state of the
program.
In addition
to memory
corruption, we listed four other causes for loss
of synchronization
in distributed
sys-
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terns. Events
such as transmission
errors, process failures,
mode change,
and
inconsistent
initialization
can alter
the
abstract
state of a system without
otherwise affecting
its proper behavior.
We note an important
distinction
between
the use of self-stabilization
and
traditional
methods
such as replication
or error
correction:
whereas
the latter
methods
attempt
to mask the occurrence
of errors
and thus prevent
failure,
selfstabilization
guarantees
recovery
should
a transient
failure
occur. In this way,
self-stabilization
provides
a complementary approach
to other methods
of fault
tolerance.
One criticism
of self-stabilization
as a
design
goal is that
it is too strong
a
property
and thus either
too difficult
to
achieve
or achieved
at the expense
of
other goals. As transient
failures
are not
always arbitrary,
it is useful to consider
recovery
from
restricted
transient
failures. Such a notion
is modeled
by the
property
of stabilization.
Instead
of considering
recovery from an arbitrary
state,
we can consider
recovery
from
a restricted
set of states
as specified
by a
predicate
Q (corresponding
to the set of
states that may result
from a particular
set of failures).
The property
of Q -+ P
may be used in place of self-stabilization
with respect to P under the assumption
that a transient
failure
will result
in a
state satisfying
Q.
We conclude with some remarks
on how
the formal
property
of self-stabilization
may be used to specify additional
faulttolerant
behavior.
Self-stabilization
has
historically
been viewed
in terms of the
ability
of a system to recover from transient failures
under the assumption
that
they
do not continue
to occur.
However, the two formal
properties
of selfstabilization
and stabilization
may
be
used to specify the ability
of a system to
tolerate
all
types
of faults.
This
is
achieved by considering
faults to be transitions on an augmented
state space and
transition
relation.
The original
transitions of the system cannot alter the augmented
state but may depend on it. The
properties
of self-stabilization
and stabi-
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lization
as applied
to the augmented
system can be used to specify fault tolerance
within
the original
system. An important
application
of this technique
in the literature on self-stabilization
is the case of
dynamic
topologies.
Self-stabilization
may be used to specify a system’s ability
to tolerate
permanent
as well as temporary changes to its topology.
Further
discussion is beyond the scope of this survey. For a formal
approach
to fault tolerance and an elaboration
on these ideas,
we direct the reader to Arora and Gouda
[ 1992] and Arora [ 1992] as well as Cristian [1985].
3. AN OVERVIEW
3.1

The

Original

OF SELF-STABILIZATION
Introduction

original
introduction
of selfstabilization
to
computer
science
[Dijkstra
1973, 1974] continues
to be important
both
because
of the historical
perspective
it provides
and because,
as
we shall see, many of the issues it raised
continue
to be the focus of papers on the
subject today. We follow the presentation
given in Dijkstra
[ 1974].
The context
of his presentation
was a
connected
graph of finite-state
processes,
where
processes
placed in directly
connected nodes were called neighbors.
He
as a boolean
function
defined
a privilege
of the state of a process and its neighbors
indicating
whether
a particular
transition was enabled
for the process.
Selfstabilization
was defined
in two phases.
those
He first
defined
as legitimate
states
meeting
a global-correctness
criterion
with
the following
four
additional
constraints:
Dijkstra’s

state
(1) In each legitimate
privileges
will be present.

one

or

more

(2) In each legitimate
move will
legitimate

(3) Each
least

state each possible
bring the system again in a
state.

privilege
must be present
one legitimate
state.

in at

(4) For any pair of legitimate
states there
exists a sequence
of moves transferring the system from the one into the
other.

Self-Stabilization
He then used the following
self-stabilization:

definition

for

We call the system “self-stabilizing”
if
and only if, regardless of the initial state
and regardless of the privilege
selected
each time for the next move, at least one
privilege will always be present and the
system is guaranteed
to find itself in a
legitimate
state after a finite number of
moves.
The definition
above was provided
in
the context of mutual
exclusion,
and thus
it is restrictive
in com~arison
to our own.
The four constraints
~n legitimate
states
combine
the
requirement
of closure
(number
two) with
several
other unnecessary
properties.
Constraint
one is a
progress requirement
that is in principle
unnecessary.
It is equivalent
to requiring
that all legitimate
computations
be infinite, or in other words, the system should
not terminate.
This is a reasonable
constraint
in the context of the original
presentation.
As we shall see, termination
is
one of the factors that can prevent
selfstabilization.
Constraint
two is a restatement of our closure definition.
Constraint
three does not appear
to be relevant
to
the notion
of legitimate
and is a restriction
on the program.
Constraint
four
moduces
a restrictive
definition
in com~arison
to ours since it precludes
the
possibility
that the legitimate
states are
divided
into
two or more
disioint
sets
.
each of which is closed under the transition
relation.
Finally,
the explicit
requirement
that one privilege
always
be
present is unnecessary.
Uncertain
as to whether
a nontrivial
(all states legitimate
is considered
trivial ) self-stabilizing
svstem
under
distributed
control
“co~ld
exist
at
all,
Dijkstra
narrowed
his attention
to a ring
of .rmocesses under
the control
of a central demon which
selected
in “fair
random order”
one privileged
process at a
time allowing
it to make a transition
that
was a functi~n
of its old state and that of
its neighbors.
He defined
as legitimate
those states in which
exactly
o~e privilege was present.
In Dijkstra
[1973],
he
additionally
required
that
the privilege
rotate
around
the ring.
Thus,
he was

●
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attempting
to produce
a self-stabilizing
algorithm
for mutual
exclusion
via a token ring with one token.
Dijkstra
[1973]
observed
that
if the
processes
are required
to be identical,
then in general
the problem
could not be
solved. More specifically,
in the case of a
nonprime
number
of processes N, should
the system start in a state with a cyclic
symmetry
of degree
n, where
(2 s n <
N/2),
then the demon is free to give its
first n commands
equally
spaced around
the ring, thus preserving
a state of cyclic
symmetry.
This behavior
may be continued such that the system will never converge to a legitimate
state.
Two extremes
arise in the solution
to
this problem.
One may choose to make
all of the processes different
or to make
one “distinguished”
and the others identical. Dijkstra
chose the latter
approach.
Dijkstra
[1974]
presents
two additional
solutions
for which
privilege
is not required to rotate around the ring (instead
it travels
back and forth).
These solutions use four and three
states respectively to achieve the desired result.
Both
of these solutions
are bidirectional.
We
call a ring
unidirectional
if the transition
relation
for each machine
only
depends
on one
neighbor;
otherwise
it is bidirectional.
We present
his first
solution
based
on the presentation
in
Dijkstra
[1973].
This
solution
is
unidirectional.
We are given
N K-state
processes
(K>
N) which
are labeled
&f. through
~ii.
1, where
MO is distinguished,
and
for 1< i < N, M, are identical.
If the state of M,, 1 s i < N, is different from that of its left-hand
neighbor,
a
transition
is enabled which will result in
M, taking
on the state of its left-hand
neighbor:
(Vill

< i <N:
M,:=

M,.l

ifMl

# Mi_l)

If the state of M. is equal to that of its
left-hand
neighbor
M~_ ~ (call it state S),
a transition
is enabled
that will bring it
into state (S + 1) mod K:
Me:=
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Since these are the only possible transitions,
after a process makes
a transition, it is no longer privileged.
It is easy
to see that if the system starts with all
processes
in the same state,
then
the
privilege
will
rotate
around
the ring.
Furthermore
it can be shown quite easily
that if started
in an arbitrary
state, the
system will stabilize.
A number
of important
issues
are
raised by Dijkstra’s
search for an example of a self-stabilizing
system,
both in
the choices by which
he restricted
that
search
and in his final
solution.
These
issues include
the necessity
of a central
demon,
the number
of states in a solution,
the
importance
of asymmetry,
and the use of criteria
for legitimate
states other than mutual
exclusion.
Subsequent
papers have introduced
a number of new issues including
the costs of
self-stabilization,
probabilistic
self-stabilization,
and self-stabilizing
communication
protocols
(programs).
In the remainder
of this
section
we give
an
overview
of subsequent
work in this area
organized
according
to these issues.
3.2 The Role of the Central

Demon

The requirement
of a central
demon
is
an unreasonable
constraint
for a truly
distributed
system.
In
particular,
its
implementation
requires
some form
of
centralized
control.
Dijkstra
used such a
mechanism
because
the transitions
of
neighboring
processes
were interfering.
That is, by firing
its enabled
transition,
one process
could
disable
an enabled
transition
in another
process. In general,
a system
in which
transitions
are executed
atomically
and only sequentially
(as provided
by a central
demon) will not
behave the same as one in which transitions are fired in parallel,
or one in which
reads and writes
are interleaved.
In response
to the restrictions
of the
central
demon, Burns
[1987] and Brown
et al. [1989]
both introduce
classes of
self-stabilizing
token systems whose state
transitions
are
noninterfering.
Burns
considers
a ring of finite-state
processes,
and Brown
et al. consider
an array
of
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finite-state
processes
with
synchronization
primitives
between
neighbors.
By
virtue
of noninterference,
if a state transition
is enabled
at any instant,
then it
will
continue
to be enabled
until
it is
executed.
Once a transition
is enabled in
a process, it continues
to be enabled
regardless
of what
other
enabled
transitions
are fired,
including
ones by that
process. The noninterference
property
of
these systems
makes their
implementation in hardware
easier and allows them
to be realized
with
a read/write
level
of atomicity.
These
systems
are selfstabilizing
in the sense that regardless
of
the number
of tokens that exist initially,
the system is guaranteed
to reach a state
wherein
only one token exists.
Thus a central
demon
(or centralized
control of any form) is not necessary for a
self-stabilizing
single-token
system.
It is interesting
to note that Dijkstra’s
three-state
and four-state
solutions
are
still correct if transitions
are allowed
to
fire synchronously
[Burns
et al. 1989].
3.3 The Role of Asymmetry
Self-Stabilization

and Probabilistic

While
Dijkstra
showed
that
a selfstabilizing
token
ring with
a nonprime
number
of processes must have an asymmetric
design,
Burns
and Pachl
[1989]
demonstrate
that there is a self-stabilizing ring with no distinguished
process (a
symmetric
solution),
if the size of the
ring is prime.
It should
be noted, however, that their solution
requires
the use
of a demon to prevent
the possibility
of a
livelock in which all of the processes move
in Iockstep
forever.
In other words,
the
ring cannot be synchronous.
Asymmetry
has to be maintained
in
systems
where
processes
may synchronize with
one another
such as mutual
exclusion,
dining
philosophers,
drinking
philosophers,
and
resource
allocation
systems
under
deterministic
rules. This
point
was brought
to prominence
by
Lehman
and Rabin [1981] who show that
there
is no deterministic
symmetric
solution
to
the
dining
philosophers
problem.
Gouda
[1987]
demonstrates
a
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following
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properties:
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interval

[0,
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a funcnumbers
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States

in a Token Ring

< i <N:

M, := M(, _l)

ifitl,

MO := 1 MO

if

+ Mfi–l)

)

MO =Mn.l

demon-

symmetric

symmetry.

natural

In
this
section
we
discuss
results
concerning
the
number
of states
per
machine
required
to
achieve
selfstabilization
in token rings. The goal of
number
producing
systems with a finite
of
states
per machine
is of particular
interest
because such machines
may have
direct implementations
in hardware.
We first
discuss
the quest
for selfstabilizing
token
rings
with
two states
per machine.
If we do not require
the
property
of self-stabilization,
then there
exists an asymmetric
token ring with two
states per machine.
Consider
the following solution
where initially
all machines
have the same value:

only

their

[1981]
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In
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Israeli
and Jalfon [1989] present a probabilistic
self-stabilizing
algorithm
for orientation
of an asynchronous
bidirectional
and Herman
[1990]
ring
of processes,
presents
a probabilistic
self-stabilizing
algorithm
for a synchronous
ring with an
odd number
of identical
processes
and
one token.
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Closure—P
is closed
under
the
execution
of S. That is, once P is estabbe falsified.
lished in S, it cannot

shows that
the
miniGhosh
[ 1990b]
number
of states per machine
possible
in a self-stabilizing
token
ring,
assuming
a central
demon
and deterministic
execution,
is three.
However,
Ghosh
[1990a]
demonstrates
the existence of a nontrivial
self-stabilizing
sys-

mum

tem

which

requires

two

states.

In

order

to achieve this solution
a high atomicity
is used in each action. In particular,
each
of the
nonexceptional
machines
must
read from three of its neighbors.
A non-
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ring topology
and a higher
atomicity
is
traded for a reduced number
of states.
In Herman
[1990], a solution
requiring
for a probaonly two states is presented
bilistically
self-stabilizing
synchronous
token ring with randomized
actions. This
solution
is unidirectional
and symmetric.
Flatebo
and Datta
[1992] provide
a twotostate probabilistically
self-stabilizing
randomized
actions under
ken ring with
the
assumption
of a “randomized
central
demon” (the choice among privileged
machines is made randomly),
The assumption of randomness
allows them to ignore
malicious
scheduling
on the part of the
demon.
Their
solution
is unidirectional
and asymmetric.
We now present
their
solution
requiring
two
exceptional
machines.
{Exceptional
MO:=

Machine

~(i”vfo)

{Exceptional

MN.

~) with

ifM~_l
{All
(b’ill<i

i~J40 = M~_l
Machine

~:= 7 (MN_

O}

~

-

1}

some probability

= ~ M~_z

Other

Machines}

<N-l:
M,:=

~M,

ifM,

= ~M,

_l)

In
with

order
for self-stabilizing
systems
it is nectwo states to be obtained,
relax the requirement
of
essary
to either
to
probabilistic
selfself-stabilization
stabilization
and use randomized
actions,
or use a nonring
topology
with
higher
atomicity.
The
exact
relationships
between
these properties
has yet to be
determined.
We conclude with some additional
work
concerning
the number
of states required
in
self-stabilizing
token
per
machine
rings. While Dijkstra’s
bidirectional
solutions
required
four
and
three
states
respectively,
his unidirectional
solution
required
N + 1 states per machine.
Hadtwo
unidirecdix [1991]
demonstrates
a
tional
token
rings
that
only require
constant
number
of states. His solutions
work
under
a distributed
demon
(any
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number

of machines
may be selected
at
In Israeli
and Jalfon
[1990]
It
dynamic
token rings are investigated.
is shown that the number
of states per
machine
in a dynamic
token ring whose
size belongs to the range [2 . . . N] is Q(N
– 1). As a direct consequence,
any solution for dynamic
token rings of arbitrary
size must
have an infinite
number
of
states per machine.

each

3.5

step).

Costs of Self-Stabilization

While
it is agreed
that self-stabilization
its definition
does
is a desirable
property,
not preclude
the possibility
of unbounded
recovery
in a system. The definition
does
not include
a bound
on the number
of
steps a system takes to converge to a safe
state.
Furthermore,
one would
expect
to be tradeoffs
between
how fast
there
a system
stabilizes
and
how
fast
it
executes.
A study of these costs is very
important
if this model is to have applications
in real-time
systems,
that
is,
systems
where
goals
must
be accomplished
within
a specific amount
of time,
or by a certain
time.
Following
the terminology
of Gouda
two
and Evangelist
[ 1990], we introduce
important
concepts
relating
to the costs
of self-stabilization:
Convergence
Span
and Response Span. We define the Convergence Span as the maximum
number
of transitions
that can be executed
in a
system, starting
from an arbitrary
state,
before it reaches a safe state. We define
the
Response
Span
as the maximum
number
of transitions
that
can be executed by a system
starting
from
some
initial
state and ending
in some target
state.
The choice of initial
and target
state sets depends on the intended
functionality
of the system.
Gouda and Evangelist
[1990] present
a
class of self-stabilizing
systems
for detecting
termination
on a unidirectional
ring,
where,
for a fixed number
of processes n, (1) the convergence
spans of
n/k
are inversely
proportional
to the
response
spans of nk and (2) k is a parameter
whose value can be chosen arbitrarily
from
the domain
1 through
n.

Self-Stabilization
They
define
Convergence
Span
as the
maximum
number
of critical
transitions
that can be executed
in a system,
starting from
an arbitrary
state,
before
it
reaches
a safe state. Our definition
assumes
implicitly
that
all state
transitions are critical.
The motivation
behind
critical
transitions
is that
only transitions that may lead to a violation
of safety
requirements
are
important.
Their
weaker
definition
of self-stabilization
allows a system
to remain
in an unsafe
state indefinitely
if none of its critical
transitions
are executed
infinitely
often.
Whitbty-Strevens
[1979]
investigates
the
three
algorithms
proposed
by
Dijkstra
in terms
of their
Convergence
Span and their cost in network
communication.
He
uses
the
term
“PseudoLegitimate
States”
for states which
are
not legitimate,
but will converge
to a legitimate
state and have already
met the
aim of mutual
exclusion.
Under our definition
of self-stabilization,
we can identify all such states as legitimate,
since
the property
of mutual
exclusion
is closed
in Dijkstra’s
algorithms.
Thus, the distinction
between
legitimate
and pseudois unnecessary
when
applied
legitimate
to our definitions.
Chang
et al. [1987]
evaluate
a restricted
case of Dijkstra’s
K-state
solution and find that the expected
number
of moves which processes make to reach
a legitimate
state is 0( n15), and the expected
number
of messages
passed
is
0(n2 ). Tchuente
[1981] is also concerned
with
convergence
span. He provides
an
algorithm
that converges
twice as fast as
Dijkstra’s.

3.6

Self-Stabilizing

Communication

Protocols

Gouda and Multari
[1991]
and Multari
[1989]
define
a communication
protocol
as existing
over a distributed
system with
FIFO message channels
and consisting
of
a set of actions (each corresponding
to a
particular
process),
where
the variables
of each process (excluding
the message
channel)
are local to that process. They
prove that the following
three properties

are necessarv for a communication
col to be self%tabilizing:
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(1) Nontermination.
(2) An infinite
the form
ables) in
processes.

number
of safe states (in
of unbounded
local
varia nonempty
subset
of its

actions
in a nonempty
(3) Timeout
set of its processes.

sub-

They show that the standard
formulations of the sliding-window
protocol
and
the two-wav . handshake
are not
selfstabilizing
and
present
self-stabilizing
versions.
Because
it is finite
state, the
standard
formulation
of the alternatingbit protocol
is not self-stabilizing
as a
direct consequence
of the second requirement that a self-stabilizing
communication
protocol
must
have
an infinite
number
of safe states.
In response
to this last result,
Afek
and Brown [1989] present
a probabilistic
version
of the
alternating-bit
protocol
that is self-stabilizing.
Finally,
Burns
et
al. [1990] introduce
a notion weaker than
self-stabilization,
that of pseudo-stabilization.
They are able to show that the
alternating-bit
protocol
does
pseudostabilize
to its intended
specification.
Informally,
system
S pseudo-stabilizes
to predicate
P, if and only if under
all
computations,
starting
from an arbitrary
state,
eventually,
P holds
forever.
In
other words, P may hold and not hold a
finite
unbounded
number
of times,
but
eventually
it will
continue
to hold.
By
contrast,
our definition
of self-stabilization
requires
that
once
predicate
P
becomes
true
it continues
to hold forever. The stronger
requirement
of selfstabilization
is
advantageous
over
pseudo-stabilization
in finite-state
systems, since the former property
implies
a
bounded
convergence
span while the latter does not. This
follows
as a consequence
of the pigeonhole
principle
(the
same unsafe state cannot occur more than
once). Formally,
pseudo-stabilization
is
defined
in terms of sets of computations
rather
than
state
predicates.
It is expressed
in temporal
logic as eventually
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always
P. Further
discussion
the scope of this survey,

4. METHODOLOGIES
SELF-STABILIZING

is beyond

FOR DESIGNING
SYSTEMS

Although
Dijkstra’s
original
work
on
self-stabilization
was presented
in the
context
of mutual
exclusion
on a ring of
finite-state
machines,
the issues of algorithm
and architecture
are orthogonal
to
the property
of self-stabilization.
Kruijer
[1979]
is the
first
work
to separate
these
issues
from
the
property
of
self-stabilization.
He
presents
a selfstabilizing
program
for a tree-structured
system of finite-state
machines
in which
only one process along any path from the
root to a leaf node may be privileged
at a
time. Thus, more than one process may
be privileged
at a time. Essentially,
the
way the algorithm
works is that the root
is moved one state ahead resulting
in a
wave
that
is propagated
through
the
branches
of the system to its leaves and
then reflected
back to the root. This corresponds
to a diffusing
computation.
The
state transitions
of Kruijer’s
system are
interfering.
If we wish
to design
more
complex
self-stabilizing
systems
for
arbitrary
topologies,
then we ought to apply traditional methodologies
such as layering
and
modularization.
We would like to divide
a program
into
distinct
components,
make each component
self-stabilizing
independently
and then compose them. Recent research
on self-stabilization
has
been addressing
these issues. As it turns
out, self-stabilization
is amenable
to the
technique
of layering.
Consider
the property
Q ~ P
that
we introduced
in
Section
1 as a generalization
of selfstabilization.
We noted
that
if S is
self-stabilizing
with
respect
to P, then
TRUE -+ P in S. Furthermore,
the relation -+ is transitive.
If Q + P and P -+
R, then
Q -+ R. Informally
we can see
how transitivity
corresponds
to the technique
of layering.
Given
S1 satisfying
Q ~ P and
S’z satisfying
P * R, we
combine
S’l and Sz such that
Sz reads
from the variables
of SI to produce a new
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program
satisfying
Q -+ R. For a formal
treatment
of these techniques
as well as
related
ones see Arora [1992], Arora and
Gouda [1992], as well as Gouda and Herman [1991].
A logical
first
step in addressing
the
design of self-stabilizing
systems through
program
layering
is to develop primitives
that
provide
structure
on which
other
algorithms
may be built. Two basic structuring
mechanisms
for a concurrent
system are a common clock and the topology
by which
its
processes
are interconnected. We discuss clocks first,
Maintenance
of time through
the use
of local clocks for shared-memory
systems
is called
unison
by Gouda
and
Herman
[1990]
and
Couvreur
et al.
[1992].
Unison
is achieved
when
the
clocks of a system are in agreement
and
remain
so under incrementation.
Unison
may be specified
as a safety property
and
a progress
property.
More specifically
for
a synchronous
shared-memory
system we
have:
●

●

Safety:

All

clocks

Progress:
All
each step.

have

clocks

For an asynchronous
system we have:
●

the same value.

are incremented

at

shared-memory

Safety: For any two neighboring
the values
of their
clocks differ
most one.

nodes,
by at

c Progress: A clock is incremented
to i +
1, when the clocks in all neighboring
nodes have the value i or i + 1.
A
self-stabilizing
algorithm
for synchronous
unison
with bounded
clocks is
provided
in Arora
et al. [1991].
Gouda
and
Herman
[1990]
provide
a selfstabilizing
algorithm
for
synchronous
unison
with
unbounded
counters.
Finally,
Couvreur
et al. [1992]
provide
self-stabilizing
algorithms
for
both
bounded
and unbounded
asynchronous
unison
in a shared-memory
model.
An
important
application
of asynchronous
unison is to simulate
a synchronous
system.
Perhaps
the most basic primitive
with
respect to an arbitrary
dynamic
topology

SelfYitabilization
is leader election.
An algorithm
for selfstabilizing
leader election
may be found
in Afek et al. [1990]. Given the presence
of a leader,
another
basic primitive
that
can be provided
is a spanning
tree. Dolev
et al. [1990] and Arora and Gouda [1990]
layer
self-stabilizing
mutual
exclusion
and reset algorithms
respectively
on top
of self-stabilizing
spanning-tree
algorithms
for arbitrary
connected
graphs.
An implicit
part of the spanning-tree
algorithm
of Arora
and Gouda [1990] is a
leader election. We now discuss these two
examples
of self-stabilizing
programs
produced
by layering
techniques.
Dolev et al. [1990]
separate
the property of self-stabilization
from the task of
achieving
mutual
exclusion
on an asynchronous
shared-memory
system by utilizing
a compositional
approach
in their
design wherein
one self-stabilizing
layer
is built
on another.
The algorithm
they
present is dynamic,
allowing
the topology
to change, with the exception
of a distinguished
process.
They
use a weaker
model of shared
memory
than in previous works,
wherein
read
and
write
actions
are integrated
into
one state
transition.
In their
model,
reads
and
writes are independent
steps. This allows
more general schedules
such as P1 reads,
P2 reads, P2 writes,
P1 writes.
Transition systems that are noninterfering
can
also afford
such schedules
since once a
transition
is enabled,
it continues
to be
enabled.
The first layer of their
algorithm
is a
self-stabilizing
spanning-tree
protocol
for
an arbitrary
topology
which may change
dynamically
with
the exception
of the
distinguished
process.
Their
protocol
is
based on a breadth-first
search
of the
graph
rooted
at the distinguished
process. The distinguished
process is needed
in order to break
symmetry,
and must
always
be present.
The programs
of all
other processes are identical,
but parametrized
by their local topology.
The second layer of their algorithm
is a
self-stabilizing
protocol
to achieve
mutual
exclusion
on
a dynamic
treestructured
system.
It works
as follows.

●
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When a process becomes privileged
it executes its critical
section. Once the privileged process completes
execution
of its
critical
section, it passes the privilege
to
its children
in left-to-right
order.
This
results
in a depth-first
tour of the spanning tree.
Finally,
they combine the two protocols
by superposing
their respective
programs
on each process in order to obtain
a single self-stabilizing
dynamic
protocol
for
mutual
exclusion
on arbitrary
connected
graphs.
Arora
and Gouda
[1990]
introduce
a
self-stabilizing
reset algorithm
for asynchronous
shared-memory
systems.
They
also utilize
a compositional
approach
in
their
design wherein
one self-stabilizing
layer is built on another.
Their algorithm
is dynamic,
allowing
the
topology
to
change,
as long
as the corresponding
graph is connected.
Unlike
in Dolev et al.
[1990], the assumption
of a distinguished
process
(leader)
for spanning-tree
construction
is not made.
However,
their
system is asymmetric
by identity.
Each
process has a unique
identifier.
The system consists
of three layers,
a
self-stabilizing
spanning-tree
layer,
a
self-stabilizing
wave correction
layer, and
an application
layer. In the spanning-tree
layer, a leader or root is elected, leading
to a rooted
spanning
tree. In the wave
layer, reset requests
are forwarded
to the
root which initiates
a diffusing
computation in which the reset propagates
to the
leaves of the tree and is “reflected”
back
to the root. Once it returns
to the root,
the reset is complete.
A slightly
different
layering
technique
is found
in Katz
and
Perry
[1990].
(We will
discuss
this
work
in greater
detail
in Section
5.2.) They
provide
a
self-stabilizing
“’platform”
by which selfstabilization
may be forced
onto asynchronous
message-passing
systems
for
which
a decidable
predicate
describing
the set of safe states has been provided.
The purpose
of their “platform”
is to reset the system upon the detection
of an
illegitimate
state.
The “platform”
only
writes
to variables
of the original
pro-
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ROLE

RESPECT

OF COMPILERS

WITH

TO SELF-STABILIZATION

The purpose
of a compiler
is to take a
program
written
in one language
and
produce
an “equivalent”
program
in another language.
We typically
think
of a
compiler
as taking
a source program
in a
high-level
language
and producing
an object program
to be run on a particular
architecture.
However.
in either case the
architecture
is represented
by a language,
and thus
a high-level
language
may be thought
of as an architecture
in
its own right.
Additionally,
the source
and target
may both
be on the same
architecture,
albeit abstract,
More formally,
a compiler
is a homomorphism
f : A ~ 1? between
classes
of architectures
or systems,
such that
mimics
for each system
M c A, T(M)
in

some

well-defined

manner

the

compu-

M.
An operational
definition
of “equivalence”
is that the object program
preserves
those
properties
of the
source
program
that
are important
to the designer.
In a sequential
paradigm
under
termination
we would
expect that both
programs
compute
the same result.
In
practice,
the object program
mimics
the
source program
in a well-defined
manner. For instance,
in the case of imperative languages,
individual
actions
of the
source program
map to one or more specific actions
in the object program.
In a
distributed
or concurrent
paradigm,
we
would expect the preservation
of qualitative properties
due to the need for coordination
and control
among the processes
tations
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of a system. This is true for nonterminating sequential
systems,
such as operating systems, as well.
When
we
design
a program
that
is self-stabilizing,
we wish the compiler
to produce
an object
program
that
is
self-stabilizing
on its
target
architecture.
Otherwise,
it would
be pointless
to go through
the extra
effort
necessary to make the original
program
selfstabilizing.
Given
the
importance
of
self-stabilization
as a program
property,
it is prudent
to ask whether
it is preserved by the compilation
process. Better
yet,
should
our program
not be selfstabilizing,
we would like a compiler
that
produces
an object program
that is selfstabilizing
on its target
architecture.
In
doing so we would be able to abstract
the
difficulties
of self-stabilization
into the
compilation
process
and allow
systems
designers
to focus on other issues. Such
capabilities
would
be very desirable
as
standard
options
on a compiler.
If the
full benefits
of self-stabilizing
programs
are to be realized,
they must be studied
in the context of compilers.
Let us review
what
has been accomplished
with respect to self-stabilization
and compilers.
Dijkstra’s
[1973] seminal
work in self-stabilization
may be interpreted as a demonstration
of the limits
of
the compilation
process with
respect
to
self-stabilization,
although
he did not
present
it in this fashion.
In particular,
he showed
that
in general
one cannot
construct
a self-stabilizing
ring
of processes consisting
of identical
(symmetric)
processes.
We may interpret
this result
as follows.
There
does not exist a compiler from asymmetric
rings to symmetric
rings
that
forces
or
preserves
self-stabilization.
However,
if
selfstabilization
is not required,
we can compile an asymmetric
ring into a symmetric
ring.
We combine
the processes
of the
asymmetric
ring
into one new process.
Each copy of this new process is started
in the component
corresponding
to the
appropriate
original
process. The “symmetric ring” will be asymmetric
by state.
This observation
is due to Gouda et al.
[1990].

Self-Stabilization
In the work including
and subsequent
to Dijkstra’s
original
presentation,
up to
the past few years,
self-stabilizing
systems have been produced
by “handcrafting” them individually
from scratch. The
one exception
to this is Lamport’s
[1986]
mutual
exclusion
algorithm
wherein
he
inserts
additional
statements
into a nonstabilizing
program
to yield
a selfstabilizing
version.
Only recently
has the
subject
of compilation
been raised
with
respect
to self-stabilization.
One of the
first papers in this area suggested
that
the task of forcing
self-stabilization
is
often difficult
to achieve. ,. es~eciallv . when
compiling
from one abstract
architecture
to another.
Subsequent
results would appear to contradict
these conclusions.
With
this in mind,
we summarize
the important
contributions
of this
early
paper,
followed
bv. detailed
discussion
of later
work in subsequent
subsections.
Gouda
et al. [1990]
argue
that
selfstabilization
is in
principle
unstable
across architectures.
In ~articular.
thev
demonstrate
pathologica~
cases for’ a v~riety
of abstract
architectures
under
which there cannot exist a com~iler
that
preserves
or forces
self- statiiliz ation,
given a mostly
liberal
definition
of program
equivalence.
Their
proofs rely on
exhibiting
programs
for which there does
not exist
an equivalent
self-stabilizing
version
under
the architecture
in auestion. The classes of concurrent
svs~ems
they
consider
include
cellular
~rrays,
communicating
finite-state
machines,
CSP systems,
systems
of Boolean
programs
communicating
via
l-reader/lwriter
shared variables,
and Petri Nets.
The research of Gouda et al. [19901 has
led

to

greater

insight

into

the

fa;tors

that contribute
to the instability . of selfstabilization.
In addition
to termination.
two
new phenomena
that
prevent
self:
stabilization,
isolation,
and
look-alike
configurations,
were characterized.
These
factors
are discussed
in Section
6. Bevond characterizing
some of the factors
~hat prevent
self-st~bilization
within
systems, the major contribution
of this work
is the methodological
issues it raised and
not the individual
results.
In particular,
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the results
demonstrate
that the ability
to force or preserve
self-stabilization
is
highly
dependent
on how
we require
properties
such as termination,
concurrency, and fairness
to be preserved
when
compiling
from
one system
to another.
For instance
if we assume that termination must be preserved,
then self-stabilization
cannot
be forced for most of the
systems examined.
We direct the reader
to the paper for further
details.
In
the
remainder
of this
section
we discuss
compilers
that
force
selfstabilization
onto sequential
programs,
message-passing
systems,
and
sharedmemory
systems.

5,1 Compilers

for Sequential

Programs

The nrimarv
focus of research
on the
prop;rty
of ~elf-stabilization
has been in
the context of concurrent
and distributed
systems.
Within
such systems the goals
of algorithms
are qualitative
as well as
quantitative.
In this section
we discuss
the work that has been done with respect
to sequential
programs
with quantitative
goals (i.e., they compute
a function
or a
relation).
The functional
or relational
(under
nondeterminism)
s~ecification
of
a sequential
program,
as r~presented
by
a mapping
between
initial
and
final
states, is trivial
to preserve
during
normal com~ilation
in contrast
to other s~ecification~.
However,
the requiremen~
of
termination
makes
self-stabilization
more difficult
to achieve.
The work
in
this area has focused
on the tradeoffs
and relationships
between
compilers
and
their
object
programs
with
respect
to
their
complexities.
These
relationships
have
been
examined
with
res~ect
to
,
compilers
that
do and do not preserve
termination.
This area has been studied
by Browne
et al. [19901 and Schneider
[19921. The
work of Browne
et al. was done in the
context of reactive
svstems.
more snecifl.
tally
real-time
decision
systems
which
react
to periodic
sensor
readings.
We
briefly
describe
the rule-based
program
model
as it appears
in the two papers.
1
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are similar

to that

of UNITY

[Chandy
and Misra
19881. For specific
details
see the respective
papers. A rulebased program
consists
of an initialization section
and a finite
set of rules. A
rule is a multi~le
assi~nment
statement
with a guard (~nablin~
condition)
which
is a predicate
over the variables
of the
program
and thus
over its state.
In a
state for which
the guard
of a rule is
true, we say that the rule is enabled.
A
is a sequence
of rule firings
computation
wherein
at each step an enabled
rule is
nondeterministically
selected
for execution. Because
statements
are nondeterministicallv . chosen to be executed.
there
is not a program
counter.
This structure
provides
a theoretically
satisfying
model
from
which
to study
programs,
as the
state
space of a program
is composed
entirely
from its variables.
A mom-am is considered
to have terminate
w-hen a fixed point is reached.
A
is a state
in which the values
fixed point
of the variables
(hence the state) cannot
change. This is the case if for every rule
its guard is false or the execution
of its
assignment
does not change the values of
its target
variables.
We define a partial
as a state from which
a subfixed point
set of the
program
variables
cannot
chamze.
Th~ variables
of a program
consist
of
its input
and output
variables
respectively.
Self-stabilization
would
not be
possible
were we to allow inputs
to be
corrupted;
thus input
variables
are considered incorru~tible.
This mav. be moti.
vated
by the fact
that
in a reactive
system, the values of input variables
are
determined
by updates
from an external
environment,
We consider two definitions
of program
equivalence
by which
an object program
may be said to implement
its source. In
each case we allow the object program
to
use additional
variables.
An object implements
its source with
respect
to fixed
points (partial
fixed points)
if on any input, the object is guaranteed
to reach a
fixed
point
(partial
fixed
point)
corresponding
to a fixed point in the source.
Thus we consider
compilers
that do and
do not preserve
termination.
These defiACM
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nitions,
though
they allow the use of additional
variables,
are not the same as
Katz
and Perry’s
[1990]
extension
(see
Section
5.2),
since
no requirement
is
placed on how a computation
proceeds in
the object program.
We are now ready to
present
the results
in this area.
In order for a terminating
program
to
be self-stabilizing,
the relation
it computes
must
be verifiable
in one step;
otherwise
it could terminate
in an unsafe
state. This is not the case for most useful
programs.
Consider,
for example,
sorting
a list of n elements.
In order for a sort
program
to terminate
in a self-stabilizing
manner,
it must verify
in one step that
the output
is indeed
a sorted
list and
that
it is a permutation
of the input.
Such a check requires
0(n)
comparisons
in an array-based
model and thus cannot
be achieved
in one step. By virtue
of this
fact, we can conclude
that there does not
exist a compiler
for arbitrary
programs
that
forces self-stabilization
while
preserving
termination.
An example
of a relation that is verifiable
under a standard
model is an algorithm
that takes a composite x as input and outputs
a divisor d.
We need only verify that d divides
x.
Browne
et al. [1990]
demonstrate
a
class of programs
for which
there
is a
compiler
that
forces
self-stabilization,
while
preserving
termination.
Their
object programs
have a runtime
and size
within
a constant
factor of their
source.
They
also assume
that
inputs
are not
corruptible.
These programs,
which they
call “acyclic,”
fit the following
criteria:
(1) Their
data
acyclic.
(2) Each

rule

dependency
assigns

only

graphs

are

one variable.

(3) For any pair of enabled
rules with
the same target
variable,
both rules
will
assign
the same value
to that
variable.
Since general
results
are not possible
for infinite-state
programs
it is only natural
to consider
finite-state
programs.
However,
when we investigate
the class
of programs
restricted
to boolean
variables, we find that analogous
results cannot
be obtained.
The
straightforward

Self-Stabilization
solution
to this problem
is to create
a
state graph from which one can construct
a lookup
table.
Using
the table,
under
any possible
state the system
will
act
appropriately
and in constant
time. Since
the number
of states is exponential
in
the number
of variables,
the size of the
resulting
program
is exponential,
and
thus
its construction
is not tractable.
Schneider
[1992] shows that if there exists
a polynomial-time
compiler
that
forces self-stabilization
(while preserving
termination)
onto boolean programs
then
PSPACE
= NP. These are two complexity classes which
are not thought
to be
equivalent
[Garey
and Johnson
1979;
Johnson
1990]. Should
we require
that
source and object have the same set of
variables,
then under
such assumptions
PSPACE
= P. This is even less likely.
Thus it appears that we cannot do better
than exponential
runtime
for such a compiler,
if we wish
to compile
arbitrary
programs.
We
define
a family
{P~l n z 1} of
boolean
programs
as polynomial-time
uniform
if given the input size n, P. can
be constructed
in time polynomial
in n.
Schneider
[1992] shows that self-stabilizing
polynomial-time
uniform
families
of boolean
programs
can be used
to
compute
exactly
the relations
in NP n
CO-NP
and
provides
polynomial-time
compilers
to force self-stabilization
onto
polynomial-time
uniform
families
of
boolean programs
in P as well as NP n
CO-NP.
Since it is clear that for arbitrary
programs,
one cannot
obtain
the same results as for acyclic ones, it is prudent
to
investigate
the removal
of the requirement
that
the object program
reach
a
fixed point (terminate).
Schneider
[1991]
shows that by weakening
the definition
of equivalence
to partial
fixed
points
(termination
is not required),
we can produce in quadratic
time
an equivalent
self-stabilizing
program
with a time complexity
that is the square of the original.
Schneider
[1992]
further
improves
this
result by reducing
the time complexity
of
the object
to a constant
factor
of the
source. We describe informally
how they
achieve their results.
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It is assumed
that the program
computes a function:
otherwise
it can be determinized.
Thus
it alwavs.
reaches
a
unique
fixed point
with
respect
to any
input.
The basic idea is to make an extra
copy of the state space (each of the variables) and use it to continuously
regenerate the unique
fixed point of the original
program.
If the original
variables
are corru~ted.
the new vari.
. then eventually
ables will generate
a fi~ed point,
and if
their values are different
from the original variables,
the original
variables
are
reset.
Two auxiliary
variables,
step and ceil,
are introduced.
They may be initialized
to O and 1 respectively,
although
this is
unnecessary.
Every time one of the original
rules
is executed,
step
is incremented.
When
ste~.—> ceil. the oritinal
variables
are reset to their ‘initial
values;
step is set to zero; and ceil is incremented
by one. Thus the original
program is continuously
reexecuted
for one
more step each time. No matter
how the
variables
are altered,
eventually
step will
be greater
than or equal to ceil, and the
original
program
will be rerun for ceil + 1
steps; and eventually
a fixed point
will
be generated.
The time complexity
of the translation
is linear
if the original
source program
was functional
and auadratic
otherwise.
The time
complexit~
of the object,
in
terms of its source, for a computation
of
length
n, has an upper bound of 0( nz).
This
is reduced
to O(n)
in Schneider
[1992].
A further
improvement
is possible. If the source program
has an execution time bounded
by f(l),
a function
of
the input,
then ceil may be replaced
by
that function.
The obiect will then have
the same time compl~xity
as the source
and will stabilize
within
a constant
factor of that time as well. This techniaue.
may be applied
to finite-state
programs
since they will have bounded
execution
time as well.
5.2

Compilers for Asynchronous
Message-Passing
Systems

The work of Katz and Perry
vides a general
methodology,
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by a compiler,
to convert
nonstabilizing
programs
to self-stabilizing
versions
in
an asynchronous
message-passing
system. This is accomplished
through
the
introduction
of a self-stabilizing
platform
which
when
superposed
(interleaved)
with
a nonstabilizing
program
yields
a
self-stabilizing
one. The resulting
program is called an extension
of the original program.
Their
methodology,
as we
shall
see, is restricted
to programs
for
which there exists a decidable
predicate
for determining
whether
a global state is
legitimate
or not.
There
are three
components
to their
algorithm:
a self-stabilizing
version
of
Chandy
and
Lamport’s
[1985]
globalsnapshot
algorithm,
a self-stabilizing
reset algorithm
which is superposed
on it,
and a nonstabilizing
program
on which
they
are superposed
to yield
a selfstabilizing
extension.
A superposition
interleaves
new code with
original
code,
without
interfering
with
the
original
codes normal
execution.
Global
snapshots
are repeatedly
activated from a distinguished
initiator.
It is
assumed
that
there
exists
a decidable
predicate
that recognizes
representations
of the illegitimate
global
states
of the
source. Once the distinguished
initiator
process has obtained
a snapshot,
it evaluates this predicate.
Should
the predicate fail, indicating
an illegitimate
state,
execution
of the reset algorithm
is initiated, setting the global state of the source
program
to an initial
state.
The snapshot
and reset algorithms
may
also be thought
of as providing
a selfstabilizing
“platform”
that
may be layered on programs
in order
to produce
self-stabilizing
extensions.
This methodology is suitable
for a compilation
process
requiring
both
program
and predicate
(specifying
the set of safe states) as input
and producing
a self-stabilizing
version
of the same program
as output.
An extension
may be defined
in the
following
way: Program
Q is an extension
of program
P if the projection
onto all
variables
and messages of P from the set
of legal execution
sequences in Q is equal
to the set of legal execution
sequences in
P, up to stuttering.
The program
counACM
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ters
need
not be the
same.
Roughly
speaking
this means that the subset of Q
corresponding
to P acts exactly
like P
except that the same state may repeat.
This last part is crucial because if P terminates,
its extension
Q will need to repeat the final state of P forever, changing
only variables
not present
in P, in order
to be self-stabilizing.
If Q terminates,
it
cannot
be a self-stabilizing
extension
of
P, because otherwise
it could be put in a
final
state with
an illegal
global
state
relative
to messages and variables.
The assumption
that there exists a decidable predicate
to differentiate
between
legitimate
and illegitimate
states is not
reasonable
in all cases. Most programs
are not designed with a precise definition
of legitimate
and illegitimate
in mind,
and in fact Katz and Perry [1990] define
legitimate
in terms of the reachable
set.
The membership
problem
for the reachable set is generally
undecidable
and even
when it is not in a nondeterministic
program,
the complexity
of deciding
membership
may be greater
than
the complexity
of the program
itself which need
only take one execution
path. If we restrict
ourselves
to the domain
of finitestate programs
then such problems
become decidable,
but the y are still potentially
intractable
as we discussed
in Section 5.1.
Another
point worth noting about their
methodology
is that the global-snapshot
algorithm
does not produce
the current
state,
but rather
a possible
successor to
the state from
which
it was initiated.
Thus it is possible
to do a reset from a
legitimate
state if the original
algorithm
stabilizes
of its own accord.
More
recently,
Awerbuch
and
Varghese
[ 1991] provide
a compiler
from
deterministic
synchronous
message-passing programs
into
self-stabilizing
versions for asynchronous
message-passing
systems.
Their
compiler
is for noninteractive protocols.
A noninteractiue
protocol
is
a protocol
specified
by
an
input/output
relation.
The protocols they
consider
compute
a relation
over the current environment.
In particular,
they take
as input
the current
network
topology.
This allows
the assumption
that inputs

Self-Stabilization
are not corruptible.
Examples
of the types
of algorithms
considered
are leader election and spanning
tree.
5.3 Compilers

for Asynchronous

Shared-Memory

Systems

We briefly
touch upon some techniques
by which self-stabilization
may be forced
onto
shared-memory
systems.
In
the
same way
as was done for messagepassing
systems,
one can compose snapshot and reset algorithms.
A snapshot
can be accomplished
by a diffusing
computation.
If an illegitimate
state is detected, a reset, such as appears in Arora
and Gouda [1990], is initiated.
A self-stabilizing
synchronous
sharedmemory
system may be compiled
into a
self-stabilizing
asynchronous
sharedmemory
system
as follows.
We assume
that each process can read and write in
one atomic
action and that each shared
variable
is written
to by only one process.
A self-stabilizing
asynchronous
unison
algorithm
(as defined
in Section
4) is
used to simulate
the steps of the synchronous
system.
Two
copies
of each
shared
variable
are maintained
corresponding
to the current
value
and the
previous
value. In this way, a process can
read the appropriate
values of its neighbors in order to compute
its own next
value. When the local clock of a process
is incremented
from i to i + 1, it simultaneously
executes
one step of the synchronous
system,
updating
the current
and previous values for each of the shared
variables
that it owns.
6. SOME

FACTORS

THAT

PREVENT

SELF-STABILIZATION

In this section
we discuss
some of the
factors
that
prevent
self-stabilization.
The first
factor
discovered
to prevent
self-stabilization
within
a system,
symmetry, was discussed
in Section 3.3. The
termination,
was
touched
next
factor,
upon in our discussions
on communication protocols
(Section
3.6), as well
as
compilers
for sequential
programs
and
asynchronous
message-passing
programs
(Sections
5.1 and 5.2). The adverse
af-
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fects of termination
are easily
seen. If
any unsafe global
state is a final
state,
then a system will not be able to stabilize. Self-stabilization
is generally
incompatible
with
termination.
The one case
where
self-stabilization
can be achieved
in the presence
of termination
is for
finite-state
sequential
programs
as we
discussed
in Section 5.1. Since the number of states are finite,
a compiler
can
remove all of the unsafe states. While the
property
of termination
is very natural
when dealing with algorithms
whose goal
is quantitative
(i.e., compute
a function),
it is unnatural
in the domain
of distributed
systems,
where
computations
are nonterminating
by design and have
qualitative
goals such as coordination
and
control.
One form of termination
that occurs within
distributed
systems is deadlock wherein
one or more processes wait
for an event
that
will
not occur.
We
now discuss how the use of synchronization
primitives
can lead to deadlock
states within
a system and thus prevent
self-stabilization.
Within
a distributed
message-passing
system,
there are certain
points
of synchronization
wherein
one process must
wait for a message to come from another
process. Typically
a process sends a message and then waits for a response.
By
way of ~ malicious
adversary,
control of a
local process could be placed at a point
iust
after
a send instruction
without
a
.
message actually
having been sent. Thus
at any local process state that follows the
sending of a message, given the existence
of a malicious
adversary,
it is impossible
for that process to know whether
a message has in fact been sent. This situation
can lead to deadlock wherein
one or more
processes
wait
for messages
that
will
never come. This difficulty
is addressed
by Katz
and Perry
[1990]
through
the
use of message prods wherein
a message
is spontaneously
re-sent
from
time
to
time.
Thus,
even under
the impression
that
a message
has been sent, it will
continue
to be sent again,
unless
some
form
of acknowledgment
has been received. In this wav. deadlock
is avoided.
In a shared-memory
system, a process
can test the value
of shared
memory
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whenever
it wants to. There is no need to
wait for a message, and thus such deadlocks are not a problem.
By contrast
it is
generally
impossible
to avoid deadlock
in
a CSP system as defined in Hoare [19781.
In CSP all communication
is synchronized
such that
both the receiver
of a
message
is blocked
until
it arrives
and
the sender of a message is blocked
until
it is received.
By virtue
of this property
we can show that there
cannot
exist a
compiler
that
forces
self-stabilization
onto CSP systems, and in fact only a very
restricted
set of CSP systems
can be
self-stabilizing
at all. Consider
the undirected graph formed
from a CSP system
wherein
a send and receive between
any
two processes results
in an edge between
them.
Assume
we
have
a system
for
which
the
corresponding
graph
forms a cycle. There does not exist a selfstabilizing
version
of such
a system
wherein
the same communication
pattern
exists.
Consider
that
if the equivalent
self-stabilizing
version
has a cycle in its
graph then it contains
a deadlock
state
wherein
each process
in the
cycle is
attempting
to
synchronize
with
its
neighbor.
We now elaborate
upon the two new
factors that are discussed in Gouda et al.
[1990]. An isolation
occurs within
a system when the local state and computation of each process is consistent
with
some safe global state and computation,
but the resultant
global state and computation
is not safe. The system is unable
to stabilize
due to inadequate
communication
or coordination
between
its processes. For a precise
formal
definition,
we refer to the reader
to Gouda
et al.
[1990].
We give a simple example
of isolation.
Consider
an asynchronous
message-passing system
with
three
processes
connected as a tree consisting
of a root process and two child processes.
There is a
communication
channel
from the root to
each child process. Let each process have
a counter.
An action of the root consists
of incrementing
its counter
and sending
a message
token to one of its children.
An action of a child consists of receiving
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a message
token
and incrementing
its
counter.
We define a state as safe when
the sum of the children’s
counters is equal
the sum of the root’s counter
plus the
number
of tokens in the channels.
Since
the children
have no way to communicate and their actions are initiated
by the
root, a malicious
adversary
could put the
system
in an unsafe
global
state from
which
it could
not stabilize.
For each
child the local computation
and state are
consistent
with
all safe global computations, but the resultant
global state and
computation
are not. The preceding
example
is degenerate
in that
any local
state will be consistent
with a safe global
state.
Look-alike
configurations
result
when
the same computation
(sequence
of actions) is enabled
at two different
states
with
no way
to differentiate
between
them.
Should
one of the two states be
unsafe then the system cannot guarantee
convergence
from the unsafe
state. This
phenomenon
is inherent
to Petri
nets.
For every infinite
computation
in a Petri
net,
there
are an infinite
number
of
look-alike
configurations
(states)
from
which that computation
may take place.
We give a simple example
of look-alike
configurations.
Consider
an
asynchronous
message-passing
system
consisting
of two processes,
P and Q, with
message channels
between
them in both
directions,
and only one type of message
called “token.”
Each process has one action
in which
it receives
a token
and
forwards
it to its neighbor
(the other process). All of the states in which there are
one or more tokens in the channel
from
Q to P are look-alike
configurations
for
the above system. Consider
that from any
such
state,
the
computation
( pq )* is enabled,
where
p and q
P,q9P>
(l,”””
denote the one action of P and Q respectively.
Define
a state as safe if there is
exactly one token in the system. Clearly,
the above system is not self-stabilizing.
7. SUMMARY

We have seen that it is indeed possible
achieve the property
of self-stabilization

to

Self-Stabilization
within
most systems.
However,
this continues to be a difficult
task. Further
development
of techniques
and heuristics
for the
design
of self-stabilizing
programs and their proofs will help in this
effort.
We have defined self-stabilization,
stabilization. . probabilistic
self-stabilization.
.
and pseudo-stabilization.
Further
investigation
into the relationships
between
these formalization
of the notion of selfstabilization
may prove
fmitful.
Other
useful
definitions
may exist as well. A
definition
that incor~orates
the notion of
convergence
span w~uld be useful.
One weakness
of our definition
of selfstabilization
is that it is a global
property. No requirement
is placed on how a
system converges
to a safe state. Failure
in one component
may lead to corrective
actions
across an entire
svstem.
Local
detection
and correction
o? failures
is
more “natural”
and desirable
than techniques such as global reset. Work in this
area has been initiated
by Awerbuch
et
al. [1991]. Further
formalization
of these
ideas would
provide
helpful
guidelines
for the designer
of self-stabilizing
systems.
For finite-state
machines,
we have seen
that
there
are tradeoffs
between
the
number
of states, the topology,
and the
level
of atomicity,
as well
as how we
define
self-stabilization.
The investi~ation into the exact relationships
betw~en
these properties
continues.
With respect to compilers,
we have seen
how the dimensions
of program
equivalence, type of refinement,
and class of
programs
may influence
our ability
to
force or .m-eserve
self-stabilization.
For
instance,
self-stabilizing
extensions
may
be used to force self-stabilization
onto
message-passing
programs
for which the
set of safe states can be described
by a
decidable
predicate,
but they do not preserve termination.
These dimensions
affect complexity
measures
as well. In addition.
there
are tradeoffs
between
the
complexities
of the source program,
object program,
and compiler.
Further
research is required
to better
understand
these relationships.

0
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The investigation
of the compilation
process
benefits
not only the compiler
writer,
but also the systems designer
who
seeks
to “handcraft”
self-stabilization.
Understanding
the sensitivity
or instability
of self-stabilization
and the factors
that contribute
to it, is the first step in
constructing
systems with this property,
whether
we wish to handcraft
or automatically
produce
or preserve
it. Along
these lines, a formal
characterization
of
the factors that prevent
self-stabilization
would also be desirable.
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